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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents necessary and sufficient conditions for Schur stability of all 
convex combinations of two TV X n matrices. The stability regions considered are 
circles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the stability of all convex combinations of two real n x n 
matrices M, and M, with respect to the open left half plane has been 
satisfactorily tackled [1,2]. Matrices with all their eigenvalues in the open left 
half plane are called Hurwitz matrices [2]. It was shown that the Hurwitz 
invariance of the convex combination of real matrices A&, and M, can be 
determined by a finite number of computations involving only MO and Mr. 
Furthermore, the maximal interval (T,~, q_J with M, strictly 
which the family of real matrices 
= 
r 
is still strictly tz can be similarly obtained. 
This paper considers 
with respect o the cent 
magnitude less than 1 ar 
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Ar= (1- r)A, + rA,, O<rgl, 
represent a convex combination of two n X n 
Similarly, let 
complex matrices A, and A,. 
A,=A,+rA, 
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denote the linear combination of the two complex matrices. 
t 
H'=r2H2+rH1+Ho 
enote the quadratic ombination of three 
and II,. Suppose H, is nonsingular. Then 
0 I 
-,Hi'H, - H,-'H, I 
‘171 x m complex matrices Ho, H,, 
let 
represent a 2m x 2m matrix whose eigenvalues (Xi, i = 1,. . . ,2m) also 
consist of alI the values of X where 
is singular [4]. 
ronecker product of two complex n x n matrices B and D is 
) will denote the maximum positive (real) eigenvalue of a 
case B has no positive eigenvalues, we adopt the convention 
denote the minimum negative (real) 
has no negative eigenvalues, we take 
is section, we 
. 
e tools necess r attaining the 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose Ho is nonsingular. Xhen: 
(i) W’ k nonsinguh for all T E [0, l] if and only if the matrix G hi no 
eigenvalues on [ 1,oo). 
(ii) T&e maximal range (r min, T,,) for all Hr to be nonsinguh is given by 
1 
r. = 
mm h min( G ) 
and 
1 
T 
max= X;,(G) l 
Proof. (i): Since Ho is nonsingular, we need only consider nonsingukity 
of 23’ for all r E (O,l]. Note that for each fixed r E (O,l], we can write 
Hr=r2Ho 
or 
1 1 2 
H,-'H,+;H,-'HI+ - P , 
01 
T 
where 6r = l/r. Hence, H' is nonsingular for all T E [0, l] if and only if 
a,?1 + 8f Hg lHl + H; 'H, is nonsingular for all r E (0, 11. Note that 6r ranges 
from [l, 00) as T varies from 1 to 0, and the values of S, where &!I + 
&H& 'H, + H& 'H2 is singular are also the eigenvahres of the matrix G [4]. It 
follows that 6FI + t&H& 'H, + H; 'H, remains nonsingular for T E (0, l] if G 
has no eigenvalues on [ 1,oo). 
(ii): Similar to (i); notice that r # 0. Again, H' is nonsingular for al.l 
r E (T,inv rmax ) if and only if 6, is not an eigenvalue of G for any S, < l/r,, 
or 8r > l/rm,. Therefore, the maximal range (r,,, T,,) r to be nonsin- 
gular is obtained as in Lemma 1. 
EM~SA 2. Suppose B is an n X n 
. . . , X ,,, (not necessarily distinct ). 
of matrix E) are given by 
values 
( con- 
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Proof. t is eastiy shown that 
XI-6 
is singular if and only if 
is sin 
thee 
t follows that the eigenvalues of B are given by the conjugates 
EMMA 3. Let M be a connected set of n X n compkx matrices. ‘Ikn 
every A E M is strictly Schur if and only if 
(i) there exists at least one strictly Schur matrix A, E M; 
(ii) 181-A8Aisnonsingu~.rforaZlA~M. 
Proof. Necessity: The necessity of condition (i) is obvious. To prove the 
necessity of condition (ii), we only need to show that every eigenvalue X of 
A@x is of magnitude less than 1. We first determine the eigenvalues of the 
necker product A&i. Suppose the eigenvalues of A are hi,. . . , X ,,. From 
ma 2, the eigenvalues of x are x,, 
eigenvalues of A@A are given by 
. ..,X,. It is well known [3] that the 
XiXj, i, j=l,..., n. 
ollows that every eigenvalue of A@x is of magnitude less than 1 if and 
only if every eigenvalue of A is of magnitude l ss than 1. 
Sufficiency: roceeding by contradiction, suppose (i) and (ii) hold but 
there exists A, M which is not strictly Schur. We need to show that there 
such that I@I - A@x has a zero eigenvalue. By connect- 
an construct acontinuous path r in M connecting A, and 
uces at least one continuous path in the complex plane 
cc&necting a stable eigen A, with an unstable igenvdue of A,. This 
ntees the exis”cznce me A E I’ with A having at least one eigen- 
on the unit circle. 
- 
or this case, 18 I - ABA has at least one zero 
eigenvalue, because 
-XiXj, i, j=l,..., n, 
ei 
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REMARK. Since A = A for real matrices, we will only derive results for 
complex matrices throughout the paper. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We now derive the necessarv and sufficient conditions for the Schur e 
stability of all convex combinations of two n X n complex matrices. 
THEOREM 1. A’ is strictly Schur for a21 T E [0, I] if end only if 
(i) A, is strictly Schur, 
(ii) the matrix G with 
Ho = Z@Z - A,@&,, 
H, = A@& + Ai@&, - 2A,eA,, 
has no eigenvalues on [ 1,oo). 
Proof. By Lemma 3, A’ is strictly Schur for all r E [0,1] if and only if 
A, is strictly Schur and Z@Z - A’@p= r2H2 + r2H, + H,, where H,, H,, 
and Ho are defined in Theorem 1, is nonsingular for all r E [0, 11. Since the 
stability of A, implies the nonsingularity of
(see Lemma 3) the proof is completed by invoking mma 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A, is sttict Schur. Then the maximal range 
( r min, r.,.,=) for all A, to be still strictly Schur is given by 
1 
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anti 
1 
r max= AL=(G) ’ 
05 Since A, is strictly Schur, by Lemma 3 the matrix 
Z@Z - A,@& = r2ZZ2 +rH, + H,, 
where 2, H,, and ZZ,, are defined in Theorem 2, is nonsingular for all 
r E Crrrjinp Lax) HO = Z@Z - AO@xO nonsingular, the maximal ran 
( r min, rmax If Or e strictly Schur is given by Lemma 1. 
Suppose A, and A, are Hermitian matrices with A, stridy 
. Then A’ is strictly Schur if and only if A, is strictly Schur. 
e necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency, first consider 
B,=(l-r)BO+rB1, 
where I!$ and B, are ermitian matrices. Consider 
xTBrx = (1 - r)xT 
t is clear that 
165 
for all nonzero vectors x and all r E [O,l] if and only if 
XTB,X < 0. 
It follows that Br is negative definite for all r E [0, l] if and only if B. and B, 
are negative definite. Note that negative definite Hermitian matrices have 
only negative real eigenvalues [3]. 
Suppose the eigenvalues ofa matrix B are A,, . . . , A,. Then, the eigenval- 
ues of B-I are A,-l,..., X, - 1 [3]. Similarly, the eigenvalues of - B - I 
are -xl-l,..., 4,-l. 
Note that all the eigenvahies of Hermitian matrices are real [3]. For real 
xi, 
-l<h,<l 
if and only if 
Xi-l<0 
and 
A,-l<O. 
It follows that A’ is strictly Schur if and only if all the eigen 
A’-Z=(l-r)(A,-Z)+r(A,-I) 
and 
-A’-Z=(l-+( -Ao_~).+-(-Al_ij 
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-A,-Z and - A, - Z are real and negative. oreover, all the eigenvalues 
of A, lie on the real segment ( - 1,l) if *Id only if all the eigenvalues of 
AC Z and - A, - I are real and negative. Similarly, all the eigenvalues of 
A, lie on the real segment ( - 1,1) if and only if all the eigenvalues of A, - Z 
and - A, - I are real and negative. It follows that A’ is strictly Schur if and 
only if A, and A, are strictly Schur. 
TWEOREM 4. Suppose A, and A, are Hermitian matrices with A, strictly 
Schur. Then the maximul range (r,,,, rmax ) for aii A, to be still strictly Schur 
is given by 
1 1 
r min 
=m~ A,i,((Z-A,)-‘Al) ‘~~in( -(Z+A,)-‘A,) 
and 
1 1 
r max = min 
~~~~((Z-A,)-‘A,)‘h~~( -(Z+A,)-‘A,) 
Proof: Since A r is a ermitian matrix. A, = A, --t- rA, is strictly Schur 
r all rE(rmin9rmax) if only if A, is strictly Schur and 
I-A,=(Z-AO)-rA, 
and 
Z-t-A -(I+A,)-trP, r , 1 
re 
+ 
th A, strictly Schur, Z - A, and 
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and 
I+A,=~(I+A~){~~z- [ ++A,)-‘All), 
s, = l/r. 
I-A, and I+A, arenonsingularforall r~(r,~,,rm~)ifa”donlyif6, is 
not an eigenvalue of (I - A,)-‘A, and -(I + A,)-‘A, for all & < I/r,, 
and S, > l/r,,. Therefore, the maximal range (rmin, T,,) for A, to be strictly 
Schur is obtained as in Theorem 4. 
We now consider egions in the complex plane which are images of the 
central unit circle under the linear transformation 
(a + jb)I + CA, 
where a, b, c are real numbers. Suppose the eigenvalues of A are Al,. . . , X ,,; 
then the eigenvalues of (a + jb)I + CA are known to be [3] 
cX,+(a + jb),..., ch, +(a + jb). 
Since 
(a + jb)I + CA’= (1- r)[(a + jb)l+ cAo] + ~[(a + jb)l+ CA,] 
and 
(a + jb)Z + CA, = (CL + jb)I + CA,+ WA,, 
the results derived for the central unit circle can be applied to any arbitrary 
circles in the complex plane via the above linear transformation. 
have obtaine necess ient conditions r Schur stability 
convex combination 
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